Racist,
New
Smear
Word
Against Anyone Who Opposes
Leftist Agendas
There is a propaganda war being waged in the media and
Youtube. The word racism is serving the same purpose today
that the word McCarthyism did in the 1960s. It has no bearing
on reality but, repeated loud enough and often enough and
backed by the ‘authority’ of the mass media, it is intended to
discredit and silence anyone who opposed Leftist agendas. Here
are examples of the extreme bias in this process. -GEG

CDC-Funded Study Shows Flu
Shots Linked to Spontaneous

Abortions
A study funded by the US Center for Disease Control will be
published in the medical journal, Vaccine, that there is a
400% increase in spontaneous abortions / miscarriages among
pregnant women who received flu vaccines two years in a row.
Flu shots contain mercury, a potent neurotoxin, at a level of
over 50,000 ppb. That is twice the limit approved by the EPA
for drinking water. -GEG
A CDC-funded medical study being published by the medical
journal Vaccine has confirmed a shocking link between flu
shots and spontaneous abortions in pregnant women. The study
was rejected by two previous medical journals before Vaccine
agreed to publish it, further underscoring the tendency for
medical journals to censor any science that doesn’t agree with
their pro-vaccine narratives.
“A study published today in Vaccine suggests a strong
association between receiving repeated doses of the seasonal
influenza vaccine and miscarriage,” writes CIDRAP, the Center
for Infectious Disease Research and Policy.
“A puzzling study of U.S. pregnancies found that women who had
miscarriages between 2010 and 2012 were more likely to have
had back-to-back annual flu shots that included protection
against swine flu,” reports Medical Xpress, a pro-vaccine news
site that promotes vaccine industry interests. Notice that the
opening paragraph of their study assumed the study couldn’t
possibly be true. It’s “puzzling” that mercury in flu shots
could cause spontaneous abortions, you see, because these
people have no understanding of biochemistry and the laws of
cause and effect.
“That study was conducted after the CDC made the
recommendation 2004 that all pregnant woman in all trimesters
get the seasonal flu shot,” explains CIDRAP. That’s because
the CDC is primarily a vaccine propaganda front group that

buries whatever science it doesn’t like while promoting the
interests of vaccine manufacturers.

400% increase in miscarriages among
pregnant women who receive vaccines
The study found a more than 400% increase in spontaneous
abortions / miscarriages among pregnant women who received flu
shots vaccines in back-to-back years. As ABC News reports:
The study’s authors, two of whom are CDC researchers, saw a
big difference when they looked at women who had miscarried
within 28 days of getting a shot that included protection
against swine flu, but it was only when the women also had had
a flu shot the previous season. They found 17 of 485
miscarriages they studied involved women whose vaccinations
followed that pattern. Just four of a comparable 485 healthy
pregnancies involved women who were vaccinated that way.
This new research confirms the truth about vaccines that
Natural News has been courageously reporting for years: Flu
shots cause spontaneous abortions and numerous other health
problems. See the evidence yourself in this article entitled
Why flu shots are the greatest medical fraud in history.
It has already been well established that women who receive
flu shots in previous years have weakened antibody response to
flu shots in the current year. This was documented in a study
published in Vaccine entitled, Effects of prior influenza
virus vaccination on maternal antibody responses: Implications
for achieving protection in the newborns. That study abstract
admitted, “Prior receipt of influenza vaccine can dampen
antibody responses to subsequent vaccination.” In other words,
flu shots weaken your immune response to future flu shots.
We also know that flu shots contain mercury, a potent
neurotoxin. Mercury is unsafe to inject into a human being at

any level, yet my own laboratory research using mass-spec
instrumentation confirmed that flu vaccines contain over
50,000 ppb mercury — more than 25,000 the EPA’s legal limit of
mercury in drinking water.
Read full article here…

China
Orders
Bitcoin
Exchanges to Shut Down. Price
drops 15%
Chinese authorities have ordered Bitcoin exchanges to close.
Uncertainty about the digital currency’s future in China
caused its price to fall 15% to about $3,300. The currency has
shed about a third of its value since Sept. 1, but is up from
$600 a year ago.
BEIJING — One of China’s biggest bitcoin exchanges says it
will end trading after news reports regulators have ordered
all Chinese exchanges to close caused the price of the digital
currency to plunge.
BTC China said on its website it will “stop all trading
business” on Sept. 30. The exchange said it was acting “in the
spirit of” a central bank ban last week on initial coin
offerings but gave no indication it received a direct order to
close.

The central bank has not responded to questions about the
currency’s future in China.
There was no immediate word from other Chinese bitcoin
exchanges about their plans.
Bitcoin’s value tumbled 15% on Thursday to about $3,300. The
famously volatile currency has shed about a third of its value
since Sept. 1 but is up from about $600 a year ago.
Bitcoin surged in popularity in China last year as its price
rose. Trading dwindled after regulators tightened controls and
warned the currency might be linked to fraud.
Two business newspapers reported Thursday regulators in
Shanghai, the country’s financial center, gave verbal
instructions to Chinese bitcoin exchanges to close.
Bitcoin is created and exchanged without the involvement of
banks or governments.
Read full article here…

US Congress Overwhelmingly
Approved a Resolution Against
White Nationalism
US: Congress overwhelmingly approved a resolution condemning

white nationalists, neo-Nazis, and other hate groups. It did
not condemn Antifa, currently the biggest and most violent
hate group in America. -GEG
Virginia Democratic Sen. Tim Kaine says he does not know much
about members of so-called “anti-fascist” groups but says it
is unfair to paint them with a broad brush.
When asked by The Daily Caller Thursday if “antifa” should be
considered a terrorist organization, Kaine replied: “I don’t
like broad brushes and I don’t know enough about them to say
that they’re terrorists but people who do violent things. The
law should take care of them.”
The Department of Homeland Security has called the activities
of Antifa “domestic terrorist violence,” according to
Politico.
Kaine’s son, Linwood, was arrested back in March at a proTrump rally at Minnesota’s state capitol on misdemeanor
charges in connection with lighting smoke bombs.
The younger Kaine was accused of taking part in antifa
activities against Trump supporters.
When asked about his son’s arrest at the time of his son’s
arrest the Senator said through a spokeswoman to CNN: “We love
that our three children have their own views and concerns
about current political issues. They fully understand the
responsibility to express those concerns peacefully.”
Sen. Kaine, along with Democratic Sen. Mark Warner and
Republican Sens. Cory Gardner and Johnny Isakson, signed a
bipartisan
resolution
Wednesday
condemning
“white
nationalists, white supremacists, the Ku Klux Klan, neo-Nazis
and other hate groups” for their role in the violence in
Charlottesville, Va., last month, but does not mention so
called anti-fascist groups.(RELATED: Senate Resolution
Condemns White Supremacists, Not ‘Anti-Fascists’)

Read full article here…

20,000
Swedes
Have
Been
Implanted with Microchips –
Voluntarily
Twenty thousand Swedes voluntarily accepted microchip implants
in their hands. These will be used for identification,
tracking, and banking transactions. Three thousand commuters
now use chips to buy their train tickets.

Would you get your travel card implanted into your
HAND? 3,000 Swedish commuters are now using
microchips to pay for their journey
In a new BBC interview it was revealed that 3,000
customers use the service
The firm does not microchip people itself, and they must
have it done elsewhere
But several companies in Sweden already offer the
service to their employees
When you’re in a rush, it can be easy to forget your travel
card on the way out of the house.
But for around 3,000 commuters in Sweden, this isn’t something

to worry about.
The brave commuters have futuristic microchip implants
embedded into their hands to pay for their journey.
But the technology raises security and privacy issues, as the
data generated could be used to track people.
I
n June, SJ Rail, the Swedish train operator, announced that
around 100 people were using microchips to pay for their
journey.
But in a new interview with the BBC, it was revealed that an
estimated 3,000 people now use the service.
In a video, the Travel Show’s Ade Adepitan said: ‘So far
around 3,000 people in Sweden have a microchip.’
Commuters with a microchip in their hand are able to have
their ticket loaded directly onto the device.
The train conductor can then read the chip with a smartphone
to confirm the passenger has paid for their journey.
Stephen Ray, who is overseeing the SJ Rail project, told the
BBC: ‘You could use the microchip implant to replace a lot of
stuff, your credit cards, they keys to your house, the keys to
your car.’
SJ Rail is not offering to microchip people itself, and
passengers wanting to use the service must already have the
futuristic technology.
Mircrochip implants are not new in Sweden, and an estimated
20,000 people already have them, using the devices to swipe in
and out of the office, and even pay for food.
Read full article here…

